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ABSTRACT
The ubiquity of parallel machines will necessitate time- and energy-efficient parallel execution of a program in a wide range of hardware and software environments. Prevalent parallel execution models can fail to be efficient. Unable to account for dynamic changes in the execution environment, they may create non-optimum parallelism, leading to underutilization of, or contention for, resources. We propose Parallelism Dial (PD), a model to dynamically, continuously and judiciously adapt a program’s degree of parallelism to the prevailing dynamic execution conditions. PD uses a holistic metric to measure system efficiency. The metric is used to systematically optimize the program’s execution.

We incorporated PD in two different parallel programming models: Intel TBB, an industry standard, and Prometheus, a recent research proposal. Two prototypes were implemented and evaluated on stock multicore machines. Dedicated and multiprogrammed environments were considered. Experimental results show that the prototypes outperform the state-of-the-art approaches, on an average, by 15% on time and 31% on energy efficiency, in the dedicated environment. In the multiprogrammed environment, the savings are to the tune of 19% and 21% in time and energy, respectively.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.1.3 [Programming Techniques]: Concurrent Programming - Parallel programming; D.3.4 [Programming Languages]: Processors - Run-time environments

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Measurement, Performance

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Trends in computing systems have put a spotlight on efficient execution of parallel programs [14]. Multicores are now standard in computing devices, ranging from mobile handsets to HPC servers. While time efficiency was traditionally the primary goal, energy efficiency is now equally significant. System designers have turned to parallel programs to achieve both objectives.

Multiple factors influence a parallel program’s efficiency. In addition to the customary system artifacts (e.g., cache sizes), they include: (i) the parallelism exposed by the developer, and (ii) the interactions of the program’s concurrent computations with each other and the host system. Too little parallelism can underutilize the system. Excess parallelism, on the other hand, can create contention for resources, such as processors, caches, main memory, bus, disk, other I/O, etc. Severe contention can lead to inefficient program execution, even worse than sequential execution. Hence performance optimization requires matching a program’s parallelism to the execution environment.

Challenges to efficient execution in future systems will be further compounded by the dynamically changing operating conditions. Multiprogrammed platforms, executing a statically unknown mix of programs, will make continuously varying resources available to programs. Increasingly unreliable hardware will further exacerbate the variability [7].

In the past, efficiency was a concern for a select few parallel-program developers, but in the future it will be for many more. Until recently a small set of experts developed parallel programs for a very small set of machines. They tuned programs using intimate knowledge of the host, e.g., its microarchitecture. Often, they could assume the host was entirely available to them, and expect little or no interference from other programs. Going forward, we expect a multitude of developers to program commodity parallel systems, e.g., the vast array of cell phones, laptops, desktops, etc. We expect programs to be written without the detailed knowledge of the hardware, software, and operating conditions, e.g., resource demands of programs co-scheduled on an unknown system in a data center. Further, given the possibly large number of diverse target hosts, portability will be highly desired.

To achieve efficient program execution, it will be daunting for common programmers to account for the often complex and non-intuitive factors related to program behavior, operating conditions and system characteristics.

Therefore, we believe, optimizing performance of a parallel program on future systems will require automatic, dy-
dynamic and continuous harmonization of its parallelism with the execution environment, while being agnostic to the underlying platform. Both, under- and over-subscription to various resources will need to be avoided.

Prevalent approaches take a limited view of the efficiency issues programmers face. The traditional multithreaded models put the onus of efficient execution largely on programmers. Task-based programming models, e.g., Intel Thread Building Blocks (TBB) [42], ease some of the burden. They automate load-balancing of tasks to prevent resource underutilization. However, they do not address overutilization, nor account for co-scheduled programs. Although recent proposals take a broader view, some address contention in only a subset of resources [45], while others rely on offline profiling [9, 10, 26], and yet others may not optimize utilization of resources [39, 40] (§5).

We propose a model that takes a comprehensive and automated approach to efficient parallel program execution (§2). The model dynamically and continuously adapts a task-based program’s demands to the currently available capacity of resources. It exploits inter-task dependence information to arbitrarily control the execution. The model defines a simple metric to measure the system’s efficiency periodically. The metric effectively captures the changes in resource utilization, the operating environment, and the program’s demands. Changes cause the model to search for the optimum operation point under the new conditions. We develop a hill climbing heuristic, based on the Tabu search [17], to locate the optimum point in the search space.

We applied the model to two different approaches to parallel programming: TBB, a well-established task execution model, and Prometheus, a sequentially-determinate model [3]. Two prototypes were developed (§3) and evaluated on two stock multicore machines (§4). Standard benchmarks were developed using both models and tested in a dedicated as well as a multiprogrammed environment. Experimental results show that the prototypes outperform a state-of-the-art proposal on an average by 15% on time and 31% on energy efficiency, in the dedicated environment. In the multiprogrammed environment, the savings are to the tune of 19% and 21% in time and energy, respectively.

2. THE ParallelismDial MODEL

2.1 Motivation

The key to efficient program execution lies in accounting for the execution environment’s characteristics at run-time. A program’s execution environment is defined by the program’s behavior, resources provided by the system to the program, and the utilization of resources by all co-located programs in the system. Prevalent parallel programming models primarily focus on expressing parallelism and exposing it to the system. Although necessary, only exposing parallelism is inadequate for efficient execution. The dynamic execution environment also influences the program’s efficiency.

Figure 1 shows how different aspects of an execution environment impact a program’s efficiency. It plots the energy consumed by and the execution time of two benchmarks, Stream and RE, written using TBB, in a dedicated and an example multiprogrammed scenario, on an Intel Core i7 2600 workstation.

RE is a networking redundancy elimination application [4]. In the dedicated environment, at two threads the resources are underutilized (Figure 1(a)). Increasing the threads to up to six improves performance without consuming additional energy. Clearly, insufficient parallelism can lead to inefficiency.

Beyond six threads, RE’s performance and energy degrade, slightly, in the dedicated environment, indicating resource contention. In the multiprogrammed environment, as more programs occupy the machine, the performance degrades beyond four threads. When the total number of threads exceeds the total number of hardware contexts, and the OS deschedules RE threads, including at times when they hold what is otherwise a very low-contention lock, the efficiency drops.

In contrast to RE, Stream exhibits an opposite trend (Figure 1(b)). Stream, designed to stress the memory bandwidth, has ample parallelism and is indicative of numerical vector kernels whose datasets are larger than the cache capacity [30]. Even a modest attempt at parallel execution in a dedicated environment results in excessive parallelism,
Regulating parallelism requires the ability to arbitrarily block work from being performed when resources are oversubscribed, and introduce work into the execution environment when resources are undersubscribed. For example, in Figure 1(a), in the multiprogrammed environment, increasing the parallelism from four to six degrades RE’s execution efficiency. In this case, it is ideal to execute no more than four threads. Doing so requires preventing additional work from being assigned to more threads. However, this can lead to unintended consequences in canonical parallel programs, especially in those with arbitrary dependence patterns.

Challenges in Independence-based Programs

Canonical parallel programs are independence-based; the programmer ensures independence amongst concurrently executing computations. Using appropriate synchronization primitives the programmer enforces an arbitrary order between the computations when they access shared data. However, in certain instances the enforced order is specific, e.g., to execute the consumer before a producer in a produce-consumer style program. Conventional parallel programming assumes that once introduced in the execution environment, work is guaranteed to receive resources. Not granting resources can violate this guarantee. Controlling the execution system that provides a pool of worker threads, common in a modern OS, and a low-overhead means to measure an execution environment’s characteristics, e.g., via performance counters provided by modern processors.

Figure 2 summarizes the model’s operations. The Spooler gathers the tasks exposed by the programmer and creates a task pool (1). The Scheduler assigns tasks from the task pool to threads, if available, from the worker pool (2). Once assigned, the threads execute the tasks. The Monitor periodically probes the system and measures the necessary parameters to compute the instantaneous efficiency of the program (3). The Regulator assesses the changes in the operating efficiency. It responds by continuously seeking the optimum point of operation by controlling the number of workers allotted to the program (4). The number of workers executing tasks directly corresponds to the maximum exposed parallelism of the program.

Each aspect of PD is further described below.

2.2.1 Controlling the Execution of Programs

Regulating parallelism requires the ability to arbitrarily block work from being performed when resources are oversubscribed, and introduce work into the execution environment when resources are undersubscribed. For example, in Figure 1(a), in the multiprogrammed environment, increasing the parallelism from four to six degrades RE’s execution efficiency. In this case, it is ideal to execute no more than four threads. Doing so requires preventing additional work from being assigned to more threads. However, this can lead to unintended consequences in canonical parallel programs, especially in those with arbitrary dependence patterns.

Challenges in Independence-based Programs

Canonical parallel programs are independence-based; the programmer ensures independence amongst concurrently executing computations. Using appropriate synchronization primitives the programmer enforces an arbitrary order between the computations when they access shared data. However, in certain instances the enforced order is specific, e.g., to execute the consumer before a producer in a produce-consumer style program. Conventional parallel programming assumes that once introduced in the execution environment, work is guaranteed to receive resources. Not granting resources can violate this guarantee. Controlling the execution
tion, without being aware of the programmer’s intentions, e.g., blocking the producer, can hinder forward progress, or worse, deadlock the execution.

Consider the popular Pthreads implementation of Pbzip2 [16]. It reads data blocks serially from an input file, one at a time, compresses the blocks in parallel, and writes the results to an output file. The computations are organized into threads, as shown in Figure 3(a). Block-read operations are grouped into one thread, e.g., R0 to R3 in thread TH0. Compress operations are grouped across multiple compress threads (to achieve concurrency), e.g., C0 to C3 in threads TH1 and TH2. Block-write operations are grouped into one thread, e.g., W0 and W1 in thread TH3. The threads are expected to be co-scheduled.

When the program executes, say three processors, U0 to U2, are allotted to it. Threads TH0, TH1 and TH2 execute in epoch t0, (Figure 3(b))

\[ \text{TH0: R0 R1 R2 R3, TH1: C0, TH2: C1, TH3: W0 W1} \]

R0 and R1 in TH0 read blocks which are compressed by C0 and C1, respectively. Now, say, at the start of epoch t1, U0 is taken away from the program to regulate parallelism, and TH0 is blocked. TH1 and TH2 complete C0 and C1, and advance to execute C2 and C3. C2 and C3, in turn, wait for R2 and R3 in TH0 to read the blocks from the input file. However, if no more processors are available, TH0, which can make progress, remains blocked, stalling the program’s progress, or even deadlocking it, while available resources are occupied by tasks that cannot make progress, defeating the very purpose of controlling the execution. Although the example is from a Pthreads program, a task-based implementation with a similar structure would be equally vulnerable.

Therefore, PD requires that either a program’s concurrent tasks not enforce a specific order among themselves, or they are independent, or the dependence information is supplied to PD. Note that this condition does not preclude use of PD in independence-based programs. It is possible to write such programs without creating a specific order between tasks. For example, we rewrote Pbzip2, using TBB, without resorting to producer-consumer style parallelism. The program is divided into three non-overlapping phases: read, compress and write. Read and write phases are sequential. All tasks in the compress phase are independent.

We show successful application of PD to both independence-based and dependence-aware program execution (§3). How PD uses dependence information to ensure forward progress is discussed next.

### Dependence-aware Regulated Execution

The Spooler in the proposed model, accepts tasks exposed by the programmer, but admits only independent tasks into the task pool; dependent tasks, when identified, are suspended. Once their dependences have resolved, they are introduced into the task pool and become candidates for the Scheduler to assign to worker threads. (Two example implementations of the Spooler are presented in §3.)

The Regulator changes the DoP by changing the number of workers in the worker pool. The change is effected without pausing the program. It is straightforward to add idle or new workers to the pool. Workers are removed from the pool only after they complete their currently assigned tasks. The Scheduler operates independently from the Regulator. Given a pool of workers, it assigns tasks from the task pool, if available, to a worker, as soon as the worker is free.

It also ensures that tasks eventually receive resources, either by way of a predefined or an aged-based priority. A decoupled Scheduler helps maximize resource utilization without waiting for the Regulator to optimize the DoP.

Now consider the same Pbzip2 example in our model. Figure 3(c) shows its computations formulated as tasks, R1, R2, C0 - C3, and the dependences between them. Figure 3(d) shows the execution as per our model in finer time steps. At time t0, U0, U1 and U2 are allotted to the program. R0 executes. Since no other independent computations exist, the task pool is empty. When R0 completes in t1, dependences of R1 and C0 have resolved, and hence they are added to the task pool. The Scheduler assigns them to U0 and U1 in t2. In t2 the task pool is once again empty since R2 and C1 are suspended. R2 and C1 are added to the task pool once R1 completes in t3. In t3, say U0 is taken away. The Scheduler assigns R2 and C1 to U1 and U2 in t4. Note that unlike in Figure 3(b), C2 does not get scheduled unless R2 completes. Thus the model ensures dependent tasks do not occupy execution resources. The program can make forward progress as long as it is allotted at least one worker.

Recent research proposals also exploit task-dependence information, albeit for a different purpose, to execute parallel programs. SMPS [38] and Gupta et al. [18] leverage this philosophy to discover distant parallelism. Prometheus [3] and DPJ [6] execute only independent tasks concurrently to achieve determinacy. We also note that TBB presents a “pipeline” abstraction that would capture the dependence information in the above Pbzip2 example, if used.

#### 2.2.2 Assessing Execution Efficiency

To continuously regulate parallelism, the Regulator needs a metric to assess: (i) the instantaneous efficiency of the program for a given DoP, and (ii) changes in the execution

\[ \text{TH0: R0 R1 R2 R3, TH1: C0, TH2: C1, TH3: W0 W1} \]

\[ \text{R0 R1 \rightarrow C2 \rightarrow C3, U0 R0 R1 X X X} \]

\[ \text{R0 R1 \rightarrow C2 \rightarrow C3, U0 R0 R1 X X X} \]

\[ \text{R0 R1 \rightarrow C2 \rightarrow C3, U0 R0 R1 X X X} \]

\[ \text{R0 R1 \rightarrow C2 \rightarrow C3, U0 R0 R1 X X X} \]
environment without the involvement of any external entity such as the OS. We note that any change in the efficiency of the program or the execution environment ultimately manifests as a change in the total system energy expended and/or the program’s instruction execution rate. Although changes in the system energy and the instruction rate may be used individually, we propose a simple, holistic, unified metric, Joules Per Instruction (JPI) that is affected by changes to both. As we demonstrate in our experiments (§ 4), JPI serves as an adequate metric.

In a program composed of N instructions, let JPI(P1) be the system energy expended per instruction when parallelism P1 is deployed. The total system energy expended to execute the entire program, TE(P1) is

\[ TE(P_1) = JPI(P_1) \times N \]

If the parallelism is changed from P1 to P2, the total system energy expended, TE(P2) is

\[ TE(P_2) = JPI(P_2) \times N \]

For the given program, to determine whether P2 is more efficient than P1, we define Efficiency (Eff) as follows:

\[ Eff(P_1, P_2) = \frac{TE(P_2)}{TE(P_1)} = \frac{JPI(P_2)}{JPI(P_1)} \]  

Eff(P1, P2) is a measure of relative JPI; a value less than 1 indicates P2 is more efficient and is preferred over P1, whereas a value greater than 1 indicates parallelism P1 is preferred.

Equation (3) defines Eff for the entire program. In order to use Eff as an online metric, the Regulator computes Eff and adapts the parallelism at frequent intervals. Given two such intervals D1 and D2, and the respective parallelism points, P1 and P2, Eff is computed as follows.

\[ Eff_{online}((P_1, D_1), (P_2, D_2)) = \frac{JPI(P_2, D_2)}{JPI(P_1, D_1)} \] 

When P1 is the same as P2, Eff_{online} is expected to be around 1. Any other value would suggest a change in the execution environment indicating that the optimum parallelism point has shifted. We demonstrate how this observation is utilized, in the next subsection.

2.2.3 Optimizing Parallelism

Once the Regulator determines that the program efficiency can be improved, it employs a heuristic to optimize the DoP. The heuristic is based on the commonly used hill-climbing search algorithm. It locates the optimum DoP by systematically exploring the direction in the search space that yields higher efficiency.

Hill climbing algorithms are known to get “stuck” in a local optimum and fail to reach the global optimum. Hence the heuristic, developed using the guidelines due to Gen-dreau [15], incorporates Tabu search [17] to escape local optima. The Tabu search maintains a fixed-size tabu_list to log previously searched points along with their JPIs. The heuristic periodically “diversifies” the search from the current optimum by exploring unvisited points. Any time a point is searched, it is logged in the tabu_list. The oldest point in the list is evicted to make room for a new point, if needed. The heuristic, divided into five steps, is as follows:

**Step 1: Establish Sequential Measure:** Before beginning the search, the Regulator establishes a notion of Sequential JPI (JPI_{seq}) to ensure that the optimum point it finds is indeed profitable. Hence, whenever the program encounters new conditions, the Regulator alters the DoP to one (sequential) and executes the program for a pre-defined duration until the Monitor measures the baseline JPI_{seq}.

**Step 2: Establish Initial Search Direction:** Next, the Regulator establishes the search direction for the optimization process. It gathers JPIs corresponding to three DoPs, the mid-point, P_{mid}, of the predetermined maximum DoP (often, total hardware contexts in the system), and P_{mid} +/- 1. Tasks are executed for a pre-defined duration in each configuration. The better of the three points, P_{eff}, sets the search direction. The points are added to the tabu_list and the execution is switched to P_{eff}.

**Step 3: Search for Optimum Parallelism:** If P_{eff} is the same as P_{mid}, we already have the local optimum, else the Regulator linearly searches in the established direction 4. It picks new unvisited points (not in the tabu_list) and executes tasks in each of these points for a pre-defined duration. Visited points are added to the tabu_list until a local optimum, P_{lopt}, is found. If JPI_{lopt} is not significantly better than JPI_{seq}, the Regulator starts over from step 1, otherwise it fixes the current configuration to P_{lopt}, and enters a “Sleep” mode.

**Step 4: Sleep Mode:** The Regulator continues to sleep until either: (i) the value of JPI_{lopt} changes by more than a pre-defined threshold, which may indicate phase change or introduction of another program in the system or change in the operating conditions, or (ii) the diversification threshold is reached. In case of (i), the Regulator clears the tabu_list and begins the search once again from step 1. In case of (ii), the Regulator saves the current JPI_{lopt} and moves to step 5.

**Step 5: Diversification:** The diversification threshold is a pre-defined interval after which the Regulator ensures that the execution is not trapped in a local optimum. The Regulator begins the search from the original mid-point in the direction opposite to the original, similar to step 3 (updating the tabu_list and avoiding already visited points), until a local optimum P_{lopt2} is reached. If JPI_{lopt2} is better than JPI_{lopt}, the configuration is switched to P_{lopt2}; else it is switched back to P_{lopt}. In either case, the Regulator enters the sleep mode and moves to step 4.

3. THE PROTOTYPES

We evaluated PD by applying it to independence-based and dependence-aware task-based parallel programming models. For the former we picked TBB due to its ubiquity and its rich programming APIs. For the latter we chose Prometheus, from among the different research proposals, for its TBB-like APIs. TBB details can be found in [42] and Prometheus details are described in [2, 3]. Both models provide C++ runtime libraries. The runtimes provide the APIs to programmers, and employ state-of-the-art dynamic load balancing schedulers to avoid resource underutilization.

Two PD run-time library prototypes, one each for TBB and Prometheus, were developed. We incorporated the TBB and Prometheus runtimes into our prototypes to leverage

---

4In our experiments on 8- and 24-context machines, the search space is small enough to perform linear search. For larger search spaces, binary search may prove to be better.
their capabilities. Their runtime engines were modified and plugged into the PD runtime. The PD runtimes expose the respective APIs to programmers, and provide the efficiency mechanisms (common to both prototypes) described in §2. We describe the prototypes in this section and discuss their evaluation in §4.

Independence-based Prototype (PD_TBB)

Since TBB programs do not always convey dependence information, the Spooler in this prototype simply passes all dynamically discovered tasks into the task pool. For reasons described in §2, we ensured that the TBB-programs we developed did not explicitly enforce a specific order between their tasks.

Dependence-aware Prototype (PD_PM)

Prometheus exploits sequential program order and data objects accessed by tasks to automatically serialize dependent tasks while parallelizing the execution of independent tasks. It handles WAW dependences between tasks, but relies on the programmer to quiesce the parallel execution to prevent RAW and WAR hazards; the program may resume parallel execution once the hazards are avoided. Clearly this limits the degree of parallelism that the runtime can expose.

We enhanced the Prometheus runtime to also automatically handle RAW and WAR dependences, much like out-of-order superscalar processors. As the program executes, tasks stalled due to any dependence are skipped over in search of other dependence-free tasks, resources permitting. The Spooler in PD_PM uses the dependence information to only expose independent tasks to the task pool.

Given the above mechanisms in the two prototypes, to discover tasks in a program and expose them for execution, we now describe how they are efficiently executed.

### 3.1 Scheduling Execution

Both Prometheus and TBB use Pthreads as abstractions to create OS threads. Upon initialization, they create a fixed global pool of threads (by default, one per hardware context) and associate a worker with each thread. Each worker maintains a separate double ended queue (deque). Tasks are scheduled for execution by enqueuing them in the deques. Both TBB and Prometheus employ a Cilk-style work stealing algorithm to balance the load [13]. A worker seeks tasks first from its own deque, failing which it steals from someone else’s deque. PD_TBB and PD_PM retain the schedulers from the respective runtimes, but replace the worker pool component with the PD worker pool design as described in §3.2.

### 3.2 Regulating Parallelism

To find the optimum operating point, the Regulator changes the DoP by controlling the size of the worker pool. Instead of a fixed pool of workers, it maintains two variable-sized disjoint pools: an active pool and a suspended pool. A worker can be associated either with the active pool or the suspended pool, but not both. Only the workers in the active pool are seen by the Scheduler. Workers in the suspended pool are put to sleep until the Regulator awakens and moves them to the active pool. The core algorithm for each worker remains the same as described in §3.1. An increase/decrease in the number of workers in the active pool results in an increase/decrease in the program’s exposed DoP.

### 3.3 Monitoring System Parameters

The Monitor is a system-specific component of the prototypes. It relies on information available from the system to measure Eff described in §2.2.2. At present, the monitor assumes an Intel SandyBridge-based microarchitecture which exports energy and performance counters. It can as easily work with other platforms with similar capabilities.

To measure processor energy, we use the RAPL (Running Average Power Limit) power management interface provided in the Intel SandyBridge microarchitecture [1]. To measure the number of instructions completed, we use the PAPI library APIs [32]. We do not count instructions that may cause potential side effects when determining the efficiency of the program. For example, we omit instructions used for synchronization, and OS mode instructions.

### 4. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

In this section, we describe our experimental setup, the hardware and the benchmarks used in our experiments, and the results obtained. Experiments were conducted on two 64-bit x86 machines, described in Table 1.

Table 2 lists the benchmarks and the input data sizes we selected from different benchmark suites to evaluate PD. The baseline parallel versions use the fast NPTL Pthreads library (which comes along with the 2.6.32 Linux kernel that both the platforms run) to parallelize their algorithms. We compiled all the benchmarks with GCC 4.4.3 using -O3 optimization and architecture flag (-march=core2).

We present results of PD for two different environments: dedicated, where a benchmark is the only program running on the machine (§4.1), and multiprogrammed, where other applications run simultaneously with the benchmarks (§4.2). We evaluated PD for performance and energy efficiency. We measured the execution time and energy of the entire program, including the overheads associated with any thread/task creation, rather than just the parallel regions. We used the RAPL interface to measure the total energy consumed. We fixed the measurement-time interval for the Regulator at 100ms and the diversification threshold to 5s. PD sought a new DoP when JPI changed by more than 10%.

#### 4.1 Dedicated Environment

To demonstrate the effectiveness of PD in a dedicated environment, we provide four points of comparison. The first
point is the Pthreads baseline. The second and third points are the Prometheus (PM) and TBB implementations. The fourth point of comparison is a recently proposed technique, Feedback Driven Threading (FDT) [45], which dynamically adjusts the number of threads for homogeneous loops and considers contention to only two types of resources, locks and memory bandwidth. The original version of FDT is implemented in OpenMP. We faithfully implemented FDT in the PM runtime to provide a fair comparison against PD. For PD, we present the results for the two prototypes: PD_PM and PD_TBB.

Figures 4 and 5 present the performance and energy results for all our benchmarks on both the platforms for the dedicated environment. Every data point in our results is an average of 10 runs and normalized to the Pthreads baseline (not shown). Table 3 shows the optimum DoP that PD reaches for each benchmark along with its execution time and energy consumed.

The results demonstrate the following: (i) in situations where there is resource contention, PD always results in time- and energy-efficient execution when compared to Pthreads, PM, TBB and FDT; (ii) PD is able to handle contention to different resources using a single holistic metric, unlike FDT, which can handle only synchronization and memory bandwidth issues; (iii) in situations where parallelism is not excessive and contention does not occur, PD is unlikely to be beneficial but does not incur overheads; and (iv) the optimum DoP depends on the benchmark and the underlying platform, and can range between one and the maximum number of hardware contexts. We organize the results into “contention” and “no contention” scenarios. We will refer to Figures 4 and 5 in the discussions to follow.

4.1.1 Contention Scenarios

Our benchmarks exhibit five different contention cases:

**Contention in external software components**

Hash Join is a data parallel benchmark that carries out computations on a 1.4GB bitmap file. The benchmark invokes `mmap` which allocates memory in a region in the kernel space, marks the new region as allocated but defers updating the page table entries. Pages are loaded from the disk only when the application accesses them. When a new page is accessed, a page fault occurs and the kernel locks the entire region with a read lock. If multiple threads try to access different pages in parallel, concurrent page faults can occur, potentially creating contention for the lock [8]. The benchmark scales poorly and incurs degradation in both performance and energy for even a modest increase in the number of threads. As shown in Table 3, Histogram does not scale beyond one thread on either machine.

Histogram is an example of a very likely future scenario: a programmer can work hard to avoid contention, but has little or no control over external software components (e.g., libraries or the OS). By controlling the parallelism appropriately, PD is able to reduce the execution time and energy consumption by 20% and 68% on i7-2600, and 32% and 80% on E5-2420, respectively. FDT cannot detect this contention since it happens within the OS, and hence performs as poorly as Pthreads, PM and TBB.

**Contention due to memory bandwidth**

Stream mainly moves data from one region of the memory to another. Again, there is ample application-level parallelism, however, there is a significant demand for the memory (bus) bandwidth. i7-2600 has a single memory controller with two memory channels, while E5-2420 has two memory controllers with three channels each. Any parallelism beyond the total number of channels available on these platforms will result in contention leading to performance and energy degradation. Both PD and FDT are able to control the parallelism, alleviating the contention, thus preventing increase in memory latencies. This results in reducing the processor idle time, and thus more time- and energy-efficient execution. PD reduces the execution time and energy consumption by 12% and 64% on i7-2600, and 15% and 17% on E5-2420, respectively.

**Contention due to disk bandwidth**

Reverse Index is a benchmark whose parallel execution makes excessive demands for another resource, disk bandwidth. Each parallel computation in Reverse Index does the following: (i) open an HTML file, (ii) parse the file contents to identify links to other pages, (iii) extract the links and update a local data structure based upon some computation, and (iv) close the HTML file. In addition to significant disk activity, the benchmark performs CPU activity. Though there is abundant parallelism—each file can be processed independently—parallel accesses to the disk can be a source of contention.

As in the case of Histogram, Pthreads, PM, TBB and FDT have no mechanism in place to detect contention to disk bandwidth. On the other hand, PD's heuristic is able to detect and alleviate this contention by appropriately controlling parallelism. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the $Eff$ metric that PD employs. PD is able to reduce the execution time and energy consumption by 0% and 65% on i7-2600 and 8% and 51% on E5-2420 respectively. Reductions in execution time are modest because the performance of this benchmark does not degrade significantly for higher thread counts wrt the best operating point. But not using unwanted processors (Table 3) significantly reduced energy consumption.

**Contention due to cache capacity**

In Hash Join there is potential for contention in a shared cache. The working set size of each thread is over 2MB. i7-2600 has a shared L3 cache capacity of 8 MB, whereas E5-2420 has L3 cache capacity of 15MB per socket and hence contention is likely if the working set size exceeds the respective capacities.

PD controls the parallelism to ensure that the working set does not exceed the available cache capacity, thereby reducing both energy consumption and execution time. FDT cannot detect contention to shared caches. While a more sophisticated technique like Thread Tailor [25] (TT) may detect contention to shared caches and control parallelism accord
ingly, TT cannot detect other types of contention, such as disk bandwidth and in external components, whereas PD’s holistic approach easily can. PD reduces the execution time and energy consumption by 25% and 42% on i7-2600, and 25% and 46% on E5-2420, respectively.

Contention due to user-level locks
RE has abundant packet-level parallelism but uses a lock protected shared hash table that each concurrent packet must access. Only one packet (thread) can update the hash table at a given time. As the number of concurrent packets increases, updates to the hash table increase, which increases the contention to the critical section. The benchmark incurs degradation both in execution time and energy beyond a thread count of 5 and 13 on i7-2600 and E5-2420 respectively. Both PD and FDT avoid this degradation by accurately estimating the best number of threads, in turn reducing the execution time and energy up to 22% and 24% on i7-2600, and 20% and 18% on E5-2420, respectively.

4.1.2 No Contention Scenarios
We consider two benchmarks, Barneshut and Pbzip2, to illustrate no contention scenarios. Both have abundant parallelism and few contention concerns in common circumstances. PD neither incurs any degradation nor provides any savings. For PD_TBB, we wrote Pbzip2 such that we avoided the ordering issues described in §2.2.1.

4.2 Multiprogrammed Environment
We now consider the effectiveness of PD in a multiprogrammed environment. We consider two different scenarios. In the first, we launch our benchmark alongside other instances of non-adaptive, resource-intensive programs. In the second, we co-locate pairs of our benchmarks that have different resource constraints. We present data for Pthreads, PM, FDT and PD_PM (TBB and PD_TBB trends are similar to PM and PD_PM, respectively).

The results from these experiments demonstrate: (i) PD continuously adapts the parallel execution when the resources allocated to the program dynamically and continuously change due to the resource demands of other co-located programs; (ii) PD adapts the DoP to the instantaneous subscription of resources; and (iii) creating contention to one resource can indirectly alleviate contention to another resource, potentially improving a program’s scalability.

4.2.1 Scenario 1
In this scenario, multiple instances of (non-adaptive) mcf, a highly cache- and memory-intensive single-threaded application, are executed simultaneously with our benchmarks. Figure 6 shows PD adapting the DoP for Barneshut in re-
Figure 6: PD’s continuous adaptation ability for Barneshut.

Figure 7: PD’s heuristic under different degrees of contention for Barneshut.

response to the demands placed by four instances of mcf, on i7-2600. The X-axis shows time incremented in 100ms. There are two vertical axes: the primary axis shows the instantaneous JPI of the benchmark and the secondary axis shows the corresponding DoP predicted by PD. From $t=3$ to $t=12$, Barneshut executes at a stable DoP of 3. A change in JPI, at $t=12$, indicates change in the resource demands of the co-scheduled mcf instances. At $t=13$, the PD runtime reacts by waking up from the sleep mode and restarting the search from sequential execution ([2.2.3]) to find the new operating point. At $t=19$, PD arrives at the new optimum (DoP=8) after establishing the search direction and performing the necessary search, and re-enters the sleep mode. PD takes a similar course of action whenever JPI changes, e.g., at $t=41$, $t=68$, etc. Thus, PD continuously alters the parallelism to best suit the variations in the execution environment. Note that in Figure 6, there is no single best operating point for Barneshut unlike in the dedicated environment. Techniques that assume static operating conditions, e.g., FDT, are unable to handle this scenario. They identify the optimum degree of parallelism, typically once at the beginning of the program or at the inception of every user-defined phase, and fix that value for the rest of the program/phase. Techniques like Parcae [40] that propose to continuously adapt, employ search heuristics that can get stuck in local optima.

PD adapts a program’s DoP to match the available capacity of resources. Figure 7 shows the DoP for Barneshut when co-scheduled with two (mcf_2) and four (mcf_4) instances of mcf on i7-2600. In general, two instances of mcf utilize fewer resources than four instances, and over time PD exposes higher DoP when Barneshut is co-scheduled with two rather than four instances of mcf.

Figure 8 shows the summary of execution time and the energy consumed by all the benchmarks normalized to Pthreads, when co-scheduled with four instances of mcf on i7-2600. PD outperforms its Pthreads, PM and FDT counterparts for all the benchmarks on average, 19% in time and 21% in energy. FDT measures a program’s characteristics, when it begins, to establish the DoP. It can neither account for system-wide conditions nor run-time variations in the conditions. Hence it is inadequate in a multiprogrammed environment. Even for the two instances in which FDT performed as well as PD in the dedicated environment, Stream and RE, FDT fares poorly in the multiprogrammed environment since it makes the same decisions as it made in the dedicated environment.

Stream, in this environment, shows particularly interesting results as compared to the results shown in Figure 4 for the same platform, i7-2600. Unlike in the dedicated environment, in which it scales poorly due to memory bandwidth contention, Stream scaled up to the maximum number of hardware contexts in this environment (Figure 1(b)). This is because the contention created by mcf instances to cores and caches slowed down Stream’s demand for resources, thus avoiding the memory contention in the first place. Note that FDT is unable to take advantage of this fact since it does not account for the co-located mcf instances in its metric. It picks the same DoP as in the dedicated environment and hence incurs significant degradation in both performance and energy consumption. This demonstrates the effectiveness of PD’s holistic approach to controlling parallelism as opposed to taking a limited view of the execution environment.

4.2.2 Scenario 2

In the next scenario, we co-schedule selected pairs of our benchmarks on E5-2420. We compare the time and energy efficiency of PD with Pthreads and PM. Table 4 presents the results. The first main column shows the pairs of co-scheduled benchmarks. The next three main columns, one for each runtime, show the execution time of each benchmark and the total energy consumed by the pair. The last main column gives the stable DoP that PD reaches for each benchmark.

Pthreads and PM create as many threads as hardware contexts (24) to execute the benchmarks. As Table 3 shows, 24 contexts are already too many for most of them. Depending on their type, simultaneously executing Pthreads/PM benchmarks can make things worse. Note that PD ensures that only as many threads as the hardware contexts are created (Table 4, DoP column). We describe the other results using three types of benchmark pairs.

Contention-prone and contention-free

In this case, we co-schedule a benchmark prone to contention in the dedicated environment, e.g., Reverse Index and Hash Join, with one that is not, e.g., Barneshut. Row #1 and row #2 from Table 4 are examples of this case.

As shown in Table 3, Reverse Index and Hash Join do
not scale beyond 10 and 11 threads, respectively, when executed in isolation (row #4 and row #2 in Table 3). When their Pthreads and PM versions are co-scheduled with Barneshut, the contention created by Barneshut to cores and private caches further degrade their performance by a factor of 1.7x and 3x, respectively, as compared to the dedicated environment (not shown).

By using only the required number of contexts and returning the rest to the OS, PD versions of Reverse Index and Hash Join reduce contention not only to shared resources (disk and shared cache), but also to cores and private caches, reducing their execution times by 42% and 60% as compared to their Pthreads and PM counterparts. When compared to their dedicated versions (row #4 and row #2 in Table 3), PD limits the degradation in execution times of Reverse Index and Hash Join by 1.07x and 1.5x, respectively, as compared to 1.7x and 3x degradation incurred by Pthreads and PM.

PD is also able to reduce the execution time of Barneshut by more than a factor of 2 when compared to Pthreads and PM. Reducing the number of contexts to execute both Reverse Index and Hash Join allows Barneshut to take advantage of the free resources available to execute its computations in an uninterrupted fashion, thereby improving its performance.

**Contestion-free and contention-prone**

In the second case, both co-located benchmarks are prone to contention in the dedicated environment, e.g., Hash Join and Stream (row #3 and row #4 in Table 4).

When two instances of Hash Join (Pthreads/PM versions) are co-scheduled (Table 4, row #3), they create more contention to the shared L3 cache, degrading the performance (by a factor of 4 compared to the dedicated environment (not shown)), and energy consumption. PD alleviates this problem by dynamically decreasing the parallelism in each instance close to the best DoP (11). The execution time is almost comparable to the one in the dedicated environment (Table 3, row #2). The total energy reduces by a factor of 4 as compared to its Pthreads and PM counterparts.

The result for Hash Join co-scheduled with Stream (row #4, Table 4), reiterates the inference made in §4.2.1 for Stream. The interference caused by Hash Join slows down Stream’s demand for memory bandwidth, thereby reducing the negative impact on performance for all its versions (Pthreads, PM and PD). However, the Pthreads/PM versions of Hash Join slowed down by a factor of 2 due to Stream’s interference as compared to dedicated environment (not shown). PD improves the performance and energy of Hash Join by 20% and 27% respectively against its Pthreads/PM counterparts by reducing its DoP to 10 (Table 4, row #4, column DoP-B1).

**Contention-free and contention-free**

In the final case, both benchmarks were scalable, e.g., Barneshut and Pbzip2 (row #5, Table 4). PD has only marginal impact since neither suffers from contention. It simply divides the resources evenly amongst the benchmarks. For all the versions, the execution times are worse than the dedicated times since both benchmarks can benefit from higher number of resources which they are not provided in the multiprogrammed environment.

**4.3 Summary**

As above results show, PD provides the best time and energy efficiency in every case. Thus PD frees programmers to focus on composing functionally correct programs rather than optimizing/re-writing them for different execution environments. PD dynamically optimizes the program’s parallel execution. Without PD, this is an arduous task.

**5. RELATED WORK**

Efficient parallel execution using hardware and software techniques is a much studied topic. We summarize the work here using broad categories.

OS scheduling techniques have been proposed to control parallelism in programs [5, 29, 31, 44]. They mainly focus on controlling the resources allocated to a program. PD focuses on controlling the program’s parallelism and the resources it occupies. It does not require OS support and can be applied at the user level. Lithe [37], a user level approach, controls the resources allotted to a heterogeneous mix of runtime systems, e.g., TBB alongside OpenMP. PD focuses within a runtime and can be deployed on top of Lithe.

Several recent proposals dynamically vary a program’s degree of parallelism [9, 10, 25, 26, 29, 39, 40, 45]. While [9, 10, 26] dynamically control parallelism, they require offline analysis and learning. It is unclear how their runtimes will adapt the program on a different machine with different character-
istics. Importantly, they cannot continuously and dynamically vary the degree of parallelism. Suleman’s approach [45] employs a resource specific parallelism adaption mechanism which is not holistic. Thread Tailor [25] requires support from a static compiler tool chain to identify parallel interactions and is not purely dynamic. DoPE [46] and Parcae [40] are compiler-based approaches to controlling parallelism. Both pause a program’s execution when altering its parallelism, potentially underutilizing resources. PD can be applied to existing programming models. It adapts the parallelism without pausing the execution. PD adapts to the dynamic changes and any contention in the system, whereas DoPE does not. Parcae’s search for optimum DoP may stop at a local optima whereas PD searches for global optima.

Several papers have considered multiprogrammed environments. They have investigated a range of techniques, both architectural/microarchitectural and system software, to address contention in hardware resources such as on-chip caches [20,21,23,33-36]. These proposals mostly partition the shared resources amongst the different programs, though recent work reduces the demand for a shared resource (and thus the resulting contention) by slowing down the execution speed of a program [12,19]. PD simply views such scenarios as inefficiencies due to excessive parallelism and handles them without additional support.

Li and Martinez [27,28] propose runtime heuristics for parallelism and DVFS control to find power/performance efficient execution points for specific soft performance/power targets. PD can achieve both time- and energy-efficient execution whereas their approaches can only achieve either time-efficiency or energy-efficiency, but not both. Unlike their approach, PD requires no soft targets to control parallelism; it begins executing from an unknown operating point to arrive at an optimized operating point.

PD may also be viewed as an example of autonomic computing, in which systems self-monitor and self-regulate to achieve desired objectives, without user-intervention [22]. PD’s periodic monitoring and control of execution to improve efficiency is analogous to the MAPE cycle of autonomic systems and observer-controller paradigm of organic computing [43]. Invasive computing is another proposal whose one goal is to optimize parallel execution of programs [46]. It requires pervasive changes to all aspects of a system, whereas PD works with existing hardware and prevalent programming methods.

### 6. CONCLUSION

Parallel systems often consume more time and energy than necessary to execute parallel programs. This results from inefficient utilization of resources. Program behavior and unpredictable dynamic operating conditions can make performance-tuning complex and non-intuitive. As increasing more programmers develop parallel programs that are portable to a diverse range of systems, an automated approach is necessary. We presented ParallelismDial, a model that automatically tunes a program’s performance to the underlying system. It monitors the system efficiency, regulates the degree of exposed parallelism, and continuously navigates the execution to an optimum point of operation.

The model was applied to two different runtime systems: TBB and Prometheus. Programs were developed using both systems. ParallelismDial was used to tune their execution on two stock multicore workstations, in dedicated and multiprogrammed environments. Their efficiency improved on an average by 15% in execution time and 31% in energy in the dedicated environment and by 19% in time and 21% in energy in the multiprogrammed environment.
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